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MARCH 23 2008 

Dr Mitchim, a Scientist for a little known 
medical research company INTERCORP, 
secretly creates Z.E.D; his only hope was to 
cure his dying wife’s fatal illness. 
 
And it did, within a few hours all signs of it 
was gone.  She was cured. 
 
72 hours later, she collapses to the floor. Dr 
Mitchim grabs up his wife and rushes to the 
nearest hospital by car. 
 

MARCH 24 2008 

The Daily News reports a tragic car crash that 
takes the lives of Dr Mitchim and his wife. 
 
Police report that by the time paramedics 
arrived, the Mitchim’s had been fed upon by 
wild animals, it was unknown if this had 
happened before or after the cars explosion. 
  
All of Dr Mitchim’s research disappears. 
 

APRIL 13 2008 

INTERCORP investigates and later eradicate a 
growing number of “Rabid” dogs in the vicinity 
of the Mitchim’s car crash. 

 

 

 

 

February 28 2010 

INTERCORP announces a medical breakthrough 
that will change human life forever;  
 
Enter Zyladroxatal Endotrisulfate Dioxide; A 
new drug that will prolong life. It will cure the 
sick and re-grow damaged tissue and organs. 
 

MARCH 01 2010 

The Stock Market opens to INTERCORP shares 
selling like wildfire, making Owner and CEO 
Dylan Peterson a billionaire overnight. 
 

April 14 2011.  

The initial trials for a new restorative 
medication begin, with a resounding success, 
patients undergoing treatment re-grow new 
tissue and damaged organs are repaired. 
 

SEPTEMBER 05 2011 

A week before Z.E.D. is to go into production, 
a lab tech accidently destroys the new base 
serum.  
 
Secretly he replaces it with the original base 
created by Dr Mitchim. 
 

SEPTEMBER 14 2011 

Mass production of Z.E.D. begins, 100 million 
units are created. Awaiting FDA approval 
Z.E.D. is shipped to outlets around the 
country. 
 

September 29 2011. 

The FDA approves ZED for open sale. Millions 
flock to every outlet buying the new wonder 
drug. 

 

 

 

October 01 2011. 

3 days later, the cure became a curse as men 
women and children began to drop over dead.  
 
That wasn’t the worst part.  
 
Within minutes of death, the corpses began to 
rise up and attack and feed on any living thing 
they could get their teeth into.  
 
The domino effect would spread the virus like 
wildfire. 

 

November 2 2011. 

Nations of the world try in vain to stop the 
spread of the now named “Zed Virus” 
 

December 30 2011. 

The last broadcast from the US president ends 
with zed infected bursting in and devouring 
everyone, live and in living color for what 
remains of the world to see. 
 

December 31 2011 

The world as you knew it has collapsed, flesh 
eating horrors from your worst nightmares 
walk the earth, and your low on ammo..  
 
Welcome to Zed by Dawn. 



 

 

Object 

Zed by Dawn is a solo survival horror dice and 
card game set in the world of Zed Run!!!  
 
Before the citystates, before the gameshow, 
there were survivors that fought the undead 
hordes; ZbD pits you against a world gone 
mad.  
 
You must manage your resources, acquire 
supplies, and defeat an endless army of the 
walking dead; your only goal is to survive. 
 

What you need to play 

72 ZbD Cards 
6   Survivor Cards 
3   Tracker dice (d20 Dice) 
6   Combat dice (d6 Dice) 

 

The COMBAT Dice 

Included are 6 six sided dice, each marked 
with several different symbols, these dice will 
be used to control combat within the game. 
 
Below is a list of the symbols present on the 
dice. 
 
Fist – A Melee Success  
Bullet – A Ranged Success 
Zed Head – A Zombie / Zed Success 
Miss – A Non Success 
 
The dice will be covered in more detail in the 
combat section. (See Combat) 

 

The Survivors 

First you must decide which of the six survivors 
you will play during the game, included you 
will find the character cards for each Survivor. 

 

Resources 

Each survivor starts with different amounts of 
Fatigue and Ammo points in their resource 
pools, and as you explore these amounts will 
change as items are found, enemies defeated 
and hardships encountered. 
 
Ammo 
The Ammo resource is spent to cover the cost 
of defeating enemies when using a ranged 
weapon. If the survivor is ever out of ammo, 
then the survivor cannot use a ranged weapon.  
 
Ammo is recovered by finding Ammo clips, 
boxes and caches. 
 
Fatigue 
Fatigue is used like ammo, when the survivor is 
using a melee weapon. If the survivor is ever 
out of Fatigue, then the survivor cannot use a 
melee weapon.  
 
Fatigue is recovered by the use of items, and 
rest. 

 

Resource pool limits 

Noted on each survivor card is their resource 
pool limit, this limit is for each resource, not a 
combined total, thus a pool limit of 15 would 
allow the survivor to have 15 ammo and 15 
fatigue. 
 

Health Points 

Your survivor also has a number of Health 
Points (HP) listed on the Character card.  
 
This is the number of wounds they can take 
before they are defeated.  
 

Track wounds by deducting a point from your 
characters Health tracker die.  
 
If you’re Survivor ever has zero health, the 
game is over.  
 
First Aid kits, Bandages, and Rest are used to 
recover Health points. 

 

Setup 

After choosing one of the six survivors, place 
their character card face up in front of you.  
 
Note your survivors starting weapon and its TN 
modifier, shown on your survivor’s character 
card.  This weapon does not count against the 
survivors weapon limit 
 
Set aside the remaining survivors, as they will 
not be needed. Shuffle the rest of the cards 
and place them face down. 
 
This is the ZbD draw deck. Cards that are 
discarded while playing are placed next to the 
ZbD draw deck in a discard pile. 
 
Now set the two Resource Tracker Dice and 
the one Health tracker die next to the survivor 
card, matching the die face to the survivors 
starting level for each resource pool and 
health. 
 

Gameplay 

You play the game by drawing ZbD cards, one 
at a time, from the draw deck and resolving 
them.  
 
Each card type is described below: 
 
Items - You may have found something useful.  



 

 

If your Survivor can use the item, put the card 
face up next to your Character card. 
 
You can hold as many Items as your survivors 
carry limit will allow, some items will increase 
a survivors carry limit.  
 
Items can be used anytime they would help. 
Sometimes this is right away and sometimes 
you have to wait until just the right time. 
Some Items can only be used once. 
  
After using an Item like this, put it in the 
discard pile. 
  
Other Items can be used over and over, so 
keep these cards around and use them 
whenever they are needed. 
 
Weapons - You have found a new weapon.  
You have to decide if you want to keep it since 
you can only have one melee and one ranged 
weapon in addition to the survivors starting 
weapon.  
 
Weapons do not count towards a survivors 
item carry limit. 
 
If you can use it and decide to keep it, then 
put your old weapon in the discard pile and 
put your new weapon face up next to your 
Character card.  
 
If you decide not to keep it then put it in the 
discard pile. 
 
Events - When you trigger an Event, based on 
the type of Event that was encountered; the 
card will tell the player what happens.  
 

After resolving the event, put it in the discard 
pile. 
 
Encounters - Encounters have a target number 
printed in a reticule above their heads.  
 
This is the number of success the survivor must 
get in order to defeat this encounter. 
 
There are two types of enemies that can be 
encountered in ZbD; Zombies and Zeds. 
 
Zombies are the average run of the mill flesh 
eaters, slow and hungry, dangerous in large 
groups. 
 
Zeds are something different, retaining most 
of their former human intelligence and driven 
by an uncontrollable need to devour flesh, 
they are extremely dangerous and difficult to 
defeat. 
 

Combat 

Each time a player attempts a combat action 
they must first roll all 6 dice, and based on the 
weapon type they are using try to get the 
amount of successes required to match or 
exceed the encountered enemies target 
number. 
 
The player may have to make several rolls in 
order to get enough successes, but each roll 
made, be it all six or just one die, will cost a 
point from the survivor’s resource pool 
matching the weapon the survivor is using. 
 
To use a melee weapon will cost some of the 
survivors Fatigue; to use a ranged weapon will 
cost Ammo. 
 

These will be deducted from the survivor’s 
resource pool one point for each roll attempt. 
If the player doesn’t have the Fatigue or 
Ammo, then the survivor cannot use the 
weapon. 
 

Flee 

In some cases the player will find his survivor 
out of both ammo and fatigue, and facing a 
encounter with no way to fight back, this is 
the best time for them to flee. 
Fleeing allows the survivor to run from the 
encounter, thus discarding it. But this comes 
at cost, the player must take one wound and 
discard one item. 
 

TN Modifiers 

All weapons have a TN modifier, which is used 
by the player to reduce the number of 
successes needed to defeat an encountered 
zombie or zed, note that even if your survivor 
has a TN modifier high enough to defeat the 
enemy outright, they must still expend one 
ammo point and roll all six combat dice. 
 
Example: Mike’s Survivor (Fat 7, Health 6, 
Ammo 4. Using a Pistol) encounters a zombie, 
with a Target Cost of (4).  
 
Mike deducts one point from his ammo pool, 
and rolls all six dice, getting; x3 bullets, x2 
misses, and x1 Zed head, leaving 1 success 
needed to defeat the zombie. 
 
So Mike has to deduct a point from his 
characters Health for the Zed head, and then 
deducts another point from his ammo resource 
allowing him to re-roll the three Non Successes 
(two misses and one Zed head);  
 



 

 

This time Mike’s roll produces another bullet, 
and two Zed heads. 
 
So Mike deducts two points from his characters 
health for the two Zed heads, and having 
enough bullets to match the zombies target 
number, Mike discards the encounter. 
 
Mikes survivor is alive, barely, with a Fat 7, 
Health 3 and Ammo 2, desperately in need of 
some recovery.  He may not survive the next 
encounter. 
 
Once an Encounter(s) is defeated, the player 
may use items to recover Fatigue and Health, 
or draw the next ZbD card. 

 

Winning the Game 

Survival is the goal, and when the player draws 
the last ZbD card from the deck, they have 
survived the day.  
 
What will tomorrow bring? 

 

Survival Mode 

To play the survival mode just remove all the 
event cards. 
 
Then reshuffle the ZbD cards, retaining all 
your resources, items, and weapons and 
continue the game. 
 
Each time thru the ZbD Deck will count as a 
day.  How many days can you survive? 

 

Notes 

Any time a card says to do something different 
from what these rules say to do, follow what is 
on the card. 
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